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1. Introduction
This document offers a brief summary of the aims, approach and key findings from my PhD
thesis. Based at the University of Edinburgh between 2012 and 2016, I researched the history
of osprey (Pandion haliaetus) conservation in Scotland during the second half of the twentieth
century. More specifically, the research focussed upon the efforts of the Royal Society for the
Protection of Birds (RSPB) to protect and survey the successive pairs of ospreys that have
nested on Speyside since the mid-to-late 1950s (primarily at Loch Garten). This research
project was funded by the Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC) as part of a
combined Masters and PhD programme in Human Geography.
In what follows I describe in turn the scope of the research project, its conceptual basis, the
research methods used, and the arguments made.1

The modern RSPB Osprey Centre at Loch Garten, May 2016. Photo by the author.

1 It is clearly impossible to communicate the full contents of over 95,000 words in this summary. The reader may
wish to read this document alongside the thesis (particularly chapters 3-7), rather than instead of it.
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2. Scope and Motivations of the Research
The following summary is quoted directly from the thesis front matter:
“This PhD thesis narrates and explores the ways in which humans and ospreys in Scotland
are historically intertwined. The tale of the ospreys’ demise – as a result of human
persecution during the nineteenth century – is reasonably well known. Accounts of their
return, after four decades of breeding extinction, can have it appear that such damage has
been triumphantly reversed. In the thesis, I examine a range of moral concerns around
osprey life in the mid-twentieth-century, documenting the ways in which birds and humans
were the co-architects of this ‘de-extinction’. Through five stories, chronicling the militarised
nest-defence of ‘Operation Osprey’ at Loch Garten (begun in 1956), as well as later initiatives
to manage the birds on Speyside, I explore complex ethical questions concerning the humananimal relations that arise amidst attempts to ‘secure’, know and foster a successful species
re-colonisation. Across these stories, I draw on ideas from continental philosophy to
question the boundaries between human and non-human worlds, and to challenge any
notion of separable human and osprey histories. Different chapters explore the protection of
the nest against human disturbance, the effects of pesticide use upon the breeding
environment, the scientific observation of the birds, the construction of artificial osprey
nests, and a discussion of why some sites remain empty even as the species today thrives in
Scotland. The intention of this thesis is not just to show that osprey conservation is
contradictory and multifaceted; it is also to reveal how our attempts to support the survival
of wild animals and ecologies deepens our ethical involvement with them. Such
involvement has, as I show in the case of the osprey, a lasting effect on how such beings
come to exist in the environment. In concluding, I suggest that despite the promise of
restorative or ‘re-wilding’ interventions, some things lost in the environment remain so. It’s
a loss that matters.”

This thesis is about the return of the osprey to Scotland. Since the mid-1950s, a re-colonised
community of these birds has become a celebrated success-story, touting the merits of both
organised species protection and controlled public access to endangered wildlife. Human
action was both the cause of a national UK osprey breeding extinction beginning in 1916;
and the means by which the birds’ recovery was managed to succeed. Therefore, this history
reveals the different ways by which humans become active participants in shaping the
environmental conditions for a particular species. First, I set out the topic, scope and
motivations of the thesis, paraphrasing key information from ‘Chapter 1: Introduction’.
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The Osprey – Pandion Haliaetus
Even working with a fossil record that is partial and ambiguous, it is reasonable to assert
that ospreys have been widely distributed across the northern hemisphere for at least 10
million years. Ospreys are large birds, up to six feet across, with plumage a dark-chocolate
brown on much of the body and wings. They are white on the breast and head, sporting a
characteristic ‘bandit stripe’ across the eyes.
An exclusively fish-eating species, ospreys
exhibit a specialised physiology: adapted
claws, adhesive scales on the feet, and narrow
wings for flying over water all assist in the
capture of prey. Such features merit the species
its own family within the order Accipitriformes:
Pandionae, hosting the single species haliaetus.
There are four recognised subspecies of
osprey, found in Europe (P.h. haliaetus), North
America (P.h. carolinensis), Australasia (P.h.
cristatus) and the Caribbean (P. h. ridgwayi). For
the most part, however, the species shows little
overt speciation, reflecting its cosmopolitan
and migratory existence.2

Osprey (Pandion haliaetus). Reproduced from
www.rspb.ork.uk

‘Operation Osprey’
My research focussed to a large extent upon the practices of conservationists, ornithologists,
field biologists and public volunteers working as part of ‘Operation Osprey’. This was the
moniker given by the RSPB’s then Scottish Representative, George Waterston, to the
militarised project of bird protection orchestrated around the nesting sites of ospreys at Loch
Garten, Speyside, from the late 1950s onwards. Owing to the limitations of documentary
records, the period of study was originally envisaged to extend from 1955 to 1975. However,
interviews and alternative documentary sources allowed me to trace certain strands of
development as far back as the nineteenth century, and as far forwards as the present day.

2 This summary draws primarily upon the work of biologist Alan Poole, author of the 1989 book Ospreys: A
Natural and Unnatural History. Further information on osprey ecology can be found in George Waterston’s
chapter in Return of the Osprey, compiled with Philip Brown. I also recommend the chapter on the species
contained within The Birds of the Western Palearctic (Volume II) by Stanley Cramp and others, published 1980; as
well as the more recent Raptors: A Field Guide for Surveys and Monitoring by Jon Hardey et al, published 2009.
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The history of the osprey in Scotland, and the UK, is treated in more detail through the
chapters of the thesis. However, I provide a short summary of this history here for context.
In 1916, the last known pair of ospreys in Scotland bred at Loch Loyne. Whilst some
ornithologists subsequently speculated that the species remained breeding in remoter areas
in decades that followed, it was generally agreed that the species had been consigned
breeding extinction in the UK. Passage migrants would continue to be recording migrating
to/from Scandinavian breeding grounds.
In 1954, key founding figure of the
Scottish Ornithologist’s Club (SOC),
and of the Isle of May and Fair Isle bird
observatories, George Waterston, was
appointed

as

the

RSPB’s

Scottish

secretary. An ex-soldier and the son of a
wealthy

Edinburgh

print-maker,

Waterston proved popular with Scottish
landowners and soon garnered support
for bird protection in the north. By mid1955 reports had reached him that
ospreys had been sighted in the forests
of Rothiemurchus and Abernethy on
Speyside. Whilst nests were discovered
during 1955, 1956 and 1957 – and
tentative

plans

made

for

their

protection – it was not until 1958 that the
George Waterston (1911 – 1980), founding member of the
SOC and RSPB Scottish Representative/Scottish Secretary,
1954-1972. Reproduced from the SOC archives at Waterston
House, Aberlady.

RSPB located a nest with eggs near Loch
Garten. Despite Waterston arranging for
the site to be placed under guard against

disturbance, the nest was robbed in early June before chicks could hatch. However,
substantial engineering of the nest site, and the application of ex-military communications,
detection and optical technology, saw the birds breed successfully on their return to Loch
Garten in 1959.
Owing to the nest robbery of 1958, and animosity between the Society and certain local
residents, the location of the nest at Loch Garten had been leaked via newspaper articles and
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become well-known amongst birdwatchers. Therefore, following the hatch in 1959 – and
fearing his band of wardens would be unable to contain the site – Waterston decided to
make provisions for the public to approach the nest and view the ospreys at a distance from
a covered hide. This initiative proved hugely successful, with over 14,000 people visiting the
observation post in the two months between the chicks hatching and the birds departing.
In 1960, on repeating the ‘Operation’ a decision was made to staff the hide and observation
post with public volunteers. They would be based at the camp established on land owned
nearby by a sympathetic crofter, an arrangement that continued into the 1990s. During the
decades that followed, the RSPB became more involved in surveying and lobbying for the
protection of the environment in the Speyside area. The Society also sought to enhance their
‘offer’ in competition with the region’s developing tourism industry. In 1975, the RSPB
secured the purchase of Loch Garten from the Seafield estate, funding the acquisition of the
reserve with a major fundraising campaign.
Today, the annual exercise of nest protection and display continues at Loch Garten during
the nesting season which can extend from March to September. Volunteers continue to staff
the forward hide, keeping the nest under surveillance and recording their observations. The
resulting logs of osprey behaviour, transcribed in detail since 1959, have informed much of
what is known about the species’ breeding ecology. These logs represent the longest
continuous monitoring record of a breeding site in existence. In addition to the volunteers, a
team of permanent staff has managed the reserve which, following subsequent land
purchases, now forms part of a larger RSPB Abernethy reserve. At Garten, the new visitor
centre, opened in the early 1990s, contains a shop, television screens displaying live footage
from the nest, interactive displays and an array of optics for visitors to use. The site has
become a centre to learn about wildlife in the area. Figures from the RSPB and Scottish
Natural Heritage (SNH) suggest that visitors to the site contribute between £1-2 million to
the local economy each year. Today, ospreys breed across Scotland, England and Wales, and
number over 300 breeding pairs.3

3 A more detailed account of this history that I have provided here is furnished by several published accounts.
Philip Brown and George Waterston’s book The Return of the Osprey, first published in 1962 by Collins, deals with
the early years of the project and Philip Brown’s book The Scottish Ospreys: From Extinction to Survival, published
by Heinemann Press in 1979, extends that story somewhat. Alan Poole’s book Ospreys: A Natural and Unnatural
History, first published in 1989 by Cambridge University Press, is more of an ecology text but contains relevant
sections on the Scottish story. More recently, several books authored by Roy Dennis cover the history in detail
including Birds of Badenoch and Strathspey (1984), Ospreys (1991), and A Life of Ospreys (2008). Finally, the academic
environmental historian Rob Lambert has also written notable historical treatments of the osprey story, including
a chapter in the collection Rothiemurchus: Nature and People on a Highland Estate 1500-2000, co-edited with
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Justifications for the Research Topic
The historical conservation of ospreys on Speyside thus emerged as a topic of scholarly
interest for five reasons.
The Availability of Evidence
I discovered substantial documentary evidence at both the offices of the RSPB and SOC
covering the early decades of ‘Operation Osprey’. Indeed, many of the events contained in
records held by the RSPB in Edinburgh had, it appeared, never been examined before.
Logged observations from the RSPB, at the time of writing the thesis, were also accessible for
the period spanning 1957 to 1992 in a mixture of formats. In addition, several key
individuals involved in the project’s early and later years generously offered recollections of
their own experiences.
The Lack of Conceptually-Led, Scholarly Engagement with the Evidence
There have been notable treatments of documentary evidence held at The Lodge, primarily
by Dr Robert Lambert. However, such work is essentially empirical in scope. The history of
osprey conservation has not been substantially interrogated in terms of what it might offer
to the advancement or discussion of social theory.
The Legacy of the Project
Not only has ‘Operation Osprey’ become something of a celebrated and iconic tale of
conservation success, the model of wildlife display Waterston championed has since been
echoed elsewhere. The site is recognised as a key location in the public image and history of
the RSPB, as an institution working towards the conservation of birds on a national and
international scale. Additionally, observations of birds at Loch Garten have provided data
from which more general understandings of the species have been drawn in subsequent
scientific treatments of osprey ecology.
The Historical Situation of the Project
Many of the stories of osprey conservation on Speyside that I trace unfold amidst a time of
great change in the practices and ideas of conservation. The decades following the Second
World War saw, variously: the application of military ideas to the protection of valued
nature; the emergence of ecology as a discipline; a global crisis of pesticide contamination;
and, more locally, the development of tourism on Speyside. The osprey story allows me to

Christopher Smout in 1999, and in his monograph Contested Mountains published in 2000. Published in 2012, The
Rutland Water Ospreys by Tim Mackrill extends the story to cover the return of the osprey to England and Wales.
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encounter and explain these developments such as they shaped, and became apparent
through, a specific set of projects and practices on the ground.
The Project as an Event of ‘De-Extinction’
There is much contemporary interest in extinction and its possible reversibility, embodied
most strongly in the popularity of new conservation initiatives including ‘re-wilding’ and
‘back-breeding’. The history of the osprey in Scotland offers a narrative lens through which
to consider the conceptual and ethical implications of such activities. It raises pertinent
questions about extinction, and what comes after: What do we mean by the term extinction?
What do we lose when a species disappears? Can a species ‘return’ from extinction? If so,
how? And, were a species to return, would some things remain ‘lost’?

A selection of Loch Garten osprey log books (1957-1991) held in the
RSPB archives at The Lodge, Sandy. Photo by the author.
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3. The significance and relevance of geographical theory
I approached the subject of osprey conservation on Speyside from the ideas and concerns of
academic geography. As an academic discipline, geographers (and I speak more specifically
of Human Geography) are concerned with how life is lived across, between and through
different spaces Many of the questions and arguments addressed below (and through the
thesis) are fundamentally concerned with where things happen; how certain spatial formations
(of living, organising or thinking) emerge, endure or crumble; and the significance of
historical relationships set in their geographical context.
My PhD thesis begins its interpretations and arguments from a reading of contemporary
geographical, social science and humanities writing and theory. Much of this literature is
discussed and synthesised within the thesis’ second chapter: ‘Chapter 2: Conceptualising
Osprey Involvements’. Here, I want to render the key ideas for a non-specialist audience.
These ideas form the overarching framework that couches the more self-contained, empirical
narratives contained in chapters 3-7 of the thesis. It is perfectly possible to understand the
key arguments from the thesis without having a background in academic geography, and I
summarise these in a later section of this document.
Three key ideas that I want to communicate are:
1. Human-animal relations have a geography, and ‘geographical effects’.
2. Animals have ‘agency’ in history.
3. Human-animal relations leave the partners involved changed in some way.

A post-it mind-map of key texts for my PhD thesis, Spring 2016. Photo by the author.
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Key Idea #1: Human-Animal Relationships have a Geography
Human relations to animals define much of the way in which the domains of ‘society’ and
‘the environment’ are organised and managed. We relate to animals in all sorts of crosscutting (and sometimes contradictory) ways. Variously, animals are: food, objects of
scientific study, beings with inner worlds, spiritual deities, family members lauded with
affection, and valued components in ecosystems demanding protection. Different relations
might express differently the categories into which we insert animals in our thinking: wild,
domestic, feral, endangered, common etc.

Sketched tree-guide to assist volunteer wardens in recording osprey positions around the Loch Garten nest,
1970. Reproduced from the RSPB archives at The Lodge, Sandy.

This thesis – being concerned with geography – builds from the premise that these different
ways of categorising, or relating, to animals are expressed through different practices that
take place within or through different spaces. Additionally, we might recognise that certain
spaces exist primarily to manage certain relationships with animals: for example, zoos,
farms, veterinary practices, scientific laboratories, and nature reserves. The study of the way
in which human-animal relationships are expressed spatially, or have spatial effects in
world and society, is the focus of what is termed ‘animal geography’. To understand
conservation as a particular relationship between humans and animals I pay attention to
how such a project is defined by humans’ desire to understand, protect and manage,
specific, valued creatures (often in specific places and times). Understanding the
characteristics of, and relationships inherent to, such spaces – how they make possible, or
are made, in the course of practices of conservation – is central to my thesis as a work of
animal geography.
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Key Idea #2: Animals have ‘Agency’ in History
As discussed above, humans relate to animals in all sorts of different ways – and these
relations often reflect, or enact, certain categories into which animal life is organised. We
might save the animals we value, whilst exterminating the animals we do not. At different
times throughout history these relations change. We might project or remove value from
certain animals, and thus change the way we act towards them. Birds of prey, once hunted
as vermin, were later being seen as valued and rare creatures of grace and beauty to be
protected. Thus, the history of human-animal relations (and conservation) is often told in
terms centred on human activity, interests and beliefs. Humans shape this history as they do
all history. It is our will that makes the world and the conditions under which other
creatures pursue their existence. Such a history reflects a stance of anthropocentrism: it is
focussed on the human as the most important form of life, and the activity and perspectives
of humans are to be the object of historical study. Conventionally, non-human history –
‘natural history’ – is the domain of science, and assumes the form of studies concerning
evolutionary change or molecular structure.
Yet we can also recognise that both ideas about how we categorise animal life, or the
practices that enact these categorisations into some kind of spatial order, rarely happen
cleanly or without response from passive creatures, accepting the will of their masters. In
this vein, within the academic study of human-animal relations in the social sciences and
humanities, there is much debate over the extent to which nonhumans – animals, but even
objects – should be included as beings possessing what is termed ‘agency’. This term is
confusing. It can, for example, refer to the possession of the will for political action, or
resistance. Such a capacity it would be hard to argue is demonstrated by nonhuman animals.
To infer it is seen to be an act of anthropomorphism: the projection of human traits onto
animals. Though a dog can refuse to go for a walk, is it really ‘resisting’? Likewise, an osprey
might choose to desert a nest site, yet this is not sufficient evidence to claim it expresses
political will. Such an argument would be ludicrous.
However, for some scholars, the term ‘agency’ is used differently to mean merely the
capacity of a being (human or other) to mediate the flow of events, or the possibilities for
other beings to act in some way. There is still room to debate the extent and kind of action
possible. This more open interpretation does allow social theorists the wriggle-room to add
nonhumans into a narrative of historical explanation as ‘actors’ – beings who have some
tangible influence in the world. Therefore, we cannot understand the history of osprey
conservation merely looking at what humans were doing. We need to know what the birds
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were doing too and how their activity mediated what humans sought to do. Drawing on
contemporary ecology and avian biology we can to try to understand their past behaviour.
Equally, it is also vitally important we do not wholly delimit what animals are capable of in
such an account by virtue of what is currently known or understood. We have to leave room
for new information to surface, to admit that we don’t know the whole story, and for
ospreys to act in ways that ‘surprise’ those working with them.
Of course, questions about anthropomorphism still arise as we try to suggest why such
actions might be occurring. Resolving these questions is a matter of judgement and broader
debate. Across this thesis, the form and nature of osprey ‘agency’ is left open to question.
What I do argue is that ospreys have historically ‘acted’ in ways that have influenced the
plans humans have sought to put in place for their protection. This is significant, I argue,
because it means recognising conservation less solely as a process of imposing territorial
boundaries, schemes or designations on animals. Instead, conservation becomes a business
of negotiation, where humans might hold most of the sway over the outcome – but in which
they can never fully determine alone the form and direction that such projects will
ultimately take. I argue that these propositions might form the basis for a less
anthropocentric history of conservation.

Osprey eggs from Loch Garten in the collection of National Museums Scotland. Photo by the author.
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Key Idea #3: Relationships Between Humans and Animals Shape Both Parties
We can recognise that humans relate to animals in certain ways (also, that animals relate to
humans in certain ways too – perceiving them as a threat, or prey!) that differ over time. We
can recognise, and explore, how these relations change – and the spatial formations
(physical spaces, imaginations of certain places) that they produce. Finally, we can recognise
that the activity of animals has been a significant historical force that enables, acts against, or
inflects what humans do in the world. We can investigate these relations – as I do here. A
final key idea I want to communicate is that humans and animals don’t emerge from such
relations unscathed. Indeed, some relations between humans and animals last – even exceed
– the entire life course of one or both sets of beings. Think of a battery chicken: its entire life
– whilst not a happy one – is shaped by relations with humans. Equally, the ospreys that
nest at Loch Garten live, for half of each year, under the gaze of, and within a space
managed by, humans. The key point that pertains to my thesis is that these relations change
the beings involved.
We can look at the history of human-animal relations and recognise that human intervention
(whatever its intentions) has produced new forms of animal life. Examples might include:
domestic dog breeds, agricultural livestock, or feral pigeons. Part of my argument is that
human conservation initiatives have shaped the form that osprey life takes in Scotland
today: where birds nest, the conditions under which they do so, even their behaviour at
some sites. I’m not making an argument about whether or not we should label ospreys at
sites like Loch Garten ‘wild animals’. In fact, I think this this argument is largely irrelevant
and tells us very little about the lived reality or legacy of historical conservation. I am more
interested in how people related to these birds at different times, and the kinds of effects this
has had. Such a project aims to be attentive to how a blanket history of ‘the osprey’ might
overlook the specificities of a local population shaped (even if only in minor ways) by its
interactions with humans.
Simultaneously, I want to recognise how – through their encounters with ospreys on
Speyside and elsewhere – humans have been transformed too. Sitting in the hide observing
the birds, wardens have learned to see their surroundings differently. They have had to
learn to listen out for different osprey calls; to tell the difference in plumage between
juveniles, the male and the female. They have trained their senses (sometimes using
technological enhancements, like binoculars or microphones) in ways that don’t simply
disappear when they depart the site, and which enable them to react to the world in new
ways. Tourists (and volunteers) visiting Loch Garten to see the birds may have found
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themselves moved, inspired, or awakened with an ethical concern for birdlife that continues
after they leave Speyside. Therefore, the final key point is that through their relations with
each other, both bird and human are transformed in some way. These transformations affect
how each being goes forwards into the next encounter and the form such future meetings
might take.

Present day logging of osprey behaviour at Loch Garten. Photo by the author.

A Unifying Term: Involvement
To re-state the three key arguments: human-animal relations are both geographical and
shape geography; animals have had ‘agency’ in these relations throughout history; and both
humans and animals are shaped by their relations with each other.
I unite these three arguments across the thesis through the use of the term ‘involvement’. I
seek to use involvement keep a hold of these three key claims and explore how human
engagement with osprey environments, and osprey encounters with humans, have a
traceable history in terms of the outcomes of these relations, and the manner in which they
affect the conditions for future conservation initiatives. To talk of conservation in terms of
involvement is therefore to avoid dealing questions of ‘nature’ or ‘naturalness’, and to
instead emphasise a concern with the different kinds of ecologies that emerge through such
projects. What possible environmental futures, or forms of life, do these activities close off,
or leave open? That is my ultimate concern.
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4. A Summary of the Research Methods
The methods of the research project are summarised in the latter sections of the thesis’
second chapter. This was a qualitative research study that relied principally upon the
reading, interpretation and analysis of archival documents. Information was also gathered
from individuals through a series of interviews and a limited number of site visits,
providing additional support for the conclusions and direction towards new lines of inquiry.
As a social theorist, my aim has not been to provide an ‘objective’ account of osprey
conservation. Rather, I offer an interpretive reading of historical practices and events as the
basis for a series of arguments about conservation and human-animal relations more
generally. In short: there are alternative, perhaps contradictory, stories that could be told
from the same material.

RSPB HQ, The Lodge, Sandy. Photo by the author.
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Archival Research
The vast majority of the research data took the form of historical documents held by the
RSPB (at The Lodge, Sandy, Forest Lodge, Abernethy, and the Society’s Scottish HQ in
Edinburgh) and SOC (Waterston House, Aberlady). I also accessed and made use of
documents and texts held by The National Library of Scotland and National Museums
Scotland. Historically published material and accounts were sourced online via archived
collections, such as Google Books and archive.org. I am also indebted to particular
individuals involved in osprey conservation past and present for allowing me access to
personal documents in their possession. A full list of sources referred to, along with their
provenance, is given in the thesis’ bibliography. Sources took a variety of forms, including
(but not restricted to):
•

Published contemporary nineteenth- and twentieth-century narrative accounts;

•

Natural science accounts concerning the osprey;

•

Correspondence between those involved in osprey protection on Speyside and
elsewhere;

•

Personal diaries;

•

Financial accounts;

•

Committee and board minutes of the RSPB and other institutions, as well as internal
memos;

•

Annual, monthly and field reports;

•

Three decades-worth of osprey behavioural logs compiled by volunteers in the
forward hide at Loch Garten between 1957 and 1987;

•

Project plans and instructions;

•

Site maps and diagrammatic figures;

•

Photographs, films and sound recordings.
Interviews and Site Visits

I conducted around 16 interviews of varying length (15 minutes to nearly four hours) with
former, affiliate and current members of the RPSB, SOC, as well as some independent
ornithologists. All were linked, to a greater or lesser degree, by their past or present
involvement in Scottish osprey conservation. Not every interview conducted was directly
quoted in the final study. All interviewees provided vital and valued insight that greatly
helped to make sense of the history of the osprey on Speyside. A few interviewees
generously took me into the field to demonstrate practices, such as nest-building and
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ringing, in situ. In May, 2016, I volunteered for a week at the Loch Garten Osprey Centre
and I briefly refer to some of my experiences there. All interviewees were given the
opportunity to have their names anonymised (none requested this be done). Where material
from interviews was included in the thesis, interviewees were offered the chance to review
and comment upon the relevant sections.
The Structure and Presentation of Research Findings
Following a system of thematically coding the documents collected and interview
transcripts produced, I decided to structure the presentation of my findings through five
chapters. Whilst their contents and concerns undoubtedly overlap, each contains its own
particular argument and narrative arc. The aim of structuring the material in this way was to
emphasise the multiple and overlapping ideas, practices and approaches that together
characterise conservation on Speyside. I have sought to show that within the historical
development any one conservation project there are (often simultaneously) present different
ways of thinking about and acting with regards to the same species. There are different roles
assigned to people at different times, or in relation to different aims, often reflecting the
different ways in which ospreys are understood and encountered. In short, conservation is
messy and complex in practice. The decision to tell multiple stories was borne of a desire to
try to do justice to, and make sense of, this complex reality.
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5. A Summary of Key Research Findings by Chapter
Each chapter focuses on a different aspect of ‘Operation Osprey’, and osprey conservation in
general. I offer a brief summary of their content and key points.

The Seaforth Highlanders lay military phone lines connecting the warden's camp at Inchdryne with the
forward hide by the Loch Garten nest, March 1959. Photo by Lord David Hope, courtesy of the SOC archives.

Chapter 3: ‘Operation Osprey’
This chapter explores the origins of osprey protection on Speyside and the first two decades
of what became known as ‘Operation Osprey’. The chapter begins with the appointment of
George Waterston as the RSPB’s Scottish Representative, following the departure of
previous Speyside warden Desmond Nethersole-Thompson. The arrival of reports
signalling the attempts of ospreys to nest in Rothiemurchus would see Waterston head north
to ascertain their accuracy, and enact protective measures if needs be. The chapter looks at
these early attempts, following the accepted approaches of bird protection, to keep ospreys
and nest sites secret. With the appearance of tangible threats to the birds from public
disturbance and egg collectors, nest sites were soon reinforced by a ‘militarised’ warden
presence. Whilst the chapter acknowledges that there had been an intention from as early as
1956 to open a nest site for public viewing, it makes clear that this decision was taken within
the context of the realisation that keeping the ospreys a secret at Loch Garten was no longer
practically possible, and potentially detrimental to the RSPB’s broader objectives for bird
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protection and conservation. The remainder of the chapter describes the successes of
opening the site, it’s becoming established as a popular visitor attraction, and the practical
management required to keep the birds secure and available for exhibition.
The Key Arguments
The breeding ecology of ospreys was not conducive to secrecy. These birds were prone to
nest in conspicuous positions and commonly ranged over distances of 10km to find food.
The protection of ospreys was initially worked out through an explicitly ‘militarized’
strategy. By ‘militarised’ I refer to the application of wartime skills, personnel and hardware
towards a non-military sphere of society that would come to be framed in terms of a clear
‘objective’: protecting the osprey nest from defined ‘enemies’ (ignorant members of the
public; egg-collectors). ‘Operation Osprey’ should be understood in the context of a broader
application post-war of military thinking to conservation. Many ex-servicemen would find
such activities a productive and therapeutic outlet for logistical, hierarchical and objectiveoriented thinking.
Putting the ospreys at Loch Garten on public display was a reconfiguration of secrecy,
rather than a straightforward departure from techniques of concealment in protecting rare
species. Showing the public one visible site, as well as tightly controlling the means of their
access, allowed the RSPB to manage human presence at the nest whilst also securing public
cooperation for their mission of osprey protection, involving the concealment of other
nesting pairs. The site both cultivated public affection for the species, and secured their
complicity in wider protection efforts.
As the ‘Operation’ became more well-known and public-facing over the course of the
1960s, it also became more standardised and dependent on increasingly static
infrastructure. In turn, this meant an increasing need to ensure the continued presence of
the birds at the Loch Garten site. There are examples of direct management to ensure
nesting pairs remained at the Garten nest in circumstances where this might not have been
the case (particularly after storm events in the 1960s). Therefore, the enduring presence of
ospreys at Loch Garten should not be construed as a ‘natural’ (or inevitable) outcome, but
the result of active and contingent conservation practices undertaken. These ospreys were
valuable because their display cultivated legitimacy and support for the protection of the
species as a whole.
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Ospreys nesting at Loch Garten experience a particular kind of ‘osprey life’ – including
being subject to particular management interventions – that is historically specific and
non-generalizable. Moreover, as Loch Garten became a key site for the RSPB in terms of its
public image, it would also attract particular instances of violent disturbance. Such moments
demonstrate the unique conditions of osprey life here, and the significant of these birds in a
wider cultural imagination.

An artificial incubator by agricultural technology firm ‘Curfew’ purchased to
incubate osprey eggs in 1968. Reproduced from the RSPB archives, Edinburgh.

Chapter 4: ‘Chemical Concerns’
This chapter presents a parallel narrative to the events unfolding at Loch Garten during the
1960s. It tells the story of a lesser-known ‘second pair’ of ospreys that attempted to nest at
several Speyside locations between 1963 and 1968. Their enduring failure to raise young
during this time would see George Waterston and RSPB biologists wrangle with the possible
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presence of toxic pesticide contaminants, particularly DDT. As such, this narrative situates
the work of osprey conservation on Speyside within a much larger environmental and
scientific debate occurring at this time, championed in particular by the work of Rachel
Carson in Silent Spring. As opposed to human individuals threatening disturbance or eggtheft, chemical contaminants could not easily be excluded from the nest or birds via
conventional protection methods. Waterston soon turned his attention to the wider
environment in which the birds lived, relying on testing the eggs and bodies of less-valuable
(in conservation terms) proxy species to reveal something of its toxic conditions. I also
describe how, following several years of failed nesting on the part of the ‘second pair’,
unrealised plans in 1968 proposed to remove and artificially incubate the eggs of these
ospreys. Discussions around this later-abandoned plan revealed both the ingenuity of the
RSPB and the deep uncertainties about osprey ecology that emerged in the face of potential
intervention of this kind. In its the final section, the chapter considers the work of Nature
Conservancy scientist Derek Ratcliffe as he sought to establish a causal link between
observed raptor eggshell-thinning and the presence of pesticide contaminants. This model
would explain the impacts of pesticides on the increased breeding failure of birds of prey.
The Key Arguments
The presence of pesticide contaminants – detected in eggs recovered from the ‘second
pair’ from 1963 onwards – demonstrate how the osprey story connects to wider histories
of ecology’s emergence during the 1960s. The presence of contaminant chemicals, and
attempts to understand their impacts, show a need to situate the protection of ospreys on
Speyside within a context of wider scientific activity, as well as post-war attempts to
enhance agricultural productivity.
In order to establish the presence of contaminants in the ospreys’ environment, Waterston
and his wardens relied on collecting samples of other animals living in the same
environment. Such tactics partly demonstrate that osprey life was more valuable (because
of its rarity) than that possessed by more abundant animals. The potentially lethal
interventions needed to collect specimens could not be permitted for ospreys. Such work
also reflected a growing awareness at this time (brought about by such attempts to
understand contamination) of the interrelationships between organisms dwelling together in
the same environment.
Attempts to protect the ospreys against the effects of pesticide contamination forced the
RSPB to confront the fact that it knew relatively little about the inner-workings of
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ospreys. Plans for protection relied on the assumption that the birds’ biology would ‘work
as expected’ if human presence were kept to a minimum. In Waterston’s unrealised plans for
1968 we have both the first glimpse of ospreys as creatures with an internal biological life,
and a sense of the uncertainty this generated.
Ecologists struggled to study and fully comprehend the nature of the pesticide problem
given the practical limitations inherent to the scientific investigation of species deemed to
be under threat. Investigations of the impacts of DDT and other organochlorine upon raptor
breeding biology in the UK were hampered by the fact that these birds were rare. The killing,
disturbance or removal of specimens from the population could not be authorised as these
activities themselves involved violence towards already endangered species. Scientists often
relied instead upon American data, or datasets compiled by egg collectors. Scientists also
drew conclusions regarding the effects of contamination from experiments with other proxy
species.
Uncertainty further arose from the fact that chemicals like DDT did not act in predictable
ways on the birds’ body. Variation such as fluctuations in fat stores, and the combination of
other chemicals present in the body could change what effect such chemicals had. Moreover,
there was not enough data available to determine individual species sensitivity to these
chemicals.
The enduring toxicity of osprey bodies highlights the manner in which nationally-centred
initiatives of protection fail to accommodate the trans-national lives of the birds
themselves. The geographically cosmopolitan existence of ospreys as a migratory species
ensured that they remained at threat from pesticide contamination abroad even once such
substances were banned in the UK.
Chapter 5: ‘Hidden Involvements’
This chapter describes the emergence of attempts to log osprey behaviour from a hide at the
Loch Garten nest. It draws in part on around 30 years of such logged observations
themselves, as well as other documents and sources, to explore the different ways in which
RSPB volunteer wardens engaged the birds at a distance for the purposes of scientific study
and bird protection prior to the installation of CCTV in 1989. I contextualise the use of a hide
– or blind – within a longer history of ornithology and the shift from killing specimens to
observation-led knowledge. I draw on social theory to consider how such structures shaped
the way in which we view wildlife. The chapter traces the emergence of a scientific logging
protocol at Loch Garten, as devices (such as microphones and binoculars, but also the hide
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structure itself) enhanced and directed the senses of volunteer wardens. I consider
Waterston’s attempts to standardise and codify observations, so as to make the resulting
data more amenable to analysis. I also look at how wardens responded to situations where
the ospreys acted in ways that didn’t ‘fit’ in the record. The chapter explores the work of the
night watch, and the way in which devices – set up for scientific enquiry – could be used in a
different way (or become useless) when the objective changed from one of observing and
recording data for scientific reasons, to keeping the nest safe after dark. Finally, the chapter
considers the relationship between bird and human as it is rendered within a log that
documents numerous instances of disturbance in the landscape, as well as approaches to the
tree by wardens. Such a record suggests the hide was less an invisible structure than it was a
tolerated one.

George Waterston in the Forward Hide at Loch Garten, undated (presumed 1960s). Reproduced
from the RSPB archives at The Lodge, Sandy.

The Key Arguments
The use of a hide offers a means to resolve the contradictory desires of seeking to get
close to the birds (to offer protection and study them) whilst also wishing to remain
distant (to avoid disrupting or disturbing nest life). Within a general understanding of
ornithological science the bird hide is viewed as an ‘invisible structure’. The assumption is
that the bird being viewed from within the hide does not respond to the structure as they
would a human. Indeed, it is assumed the bird does not respond to it at all. Thus, hides are
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understood to be structures that obscure human presence from birds, whilst permitting
proximity. Watching birds from within a hide, one presumes to be privy to ‘natural’ bird
behaviour.
Viewing osprey life from the hide was not enough to ensure the production of a detached,
objective record for science. Concerns about the presence of extraneous, anthropomorphic
or irrelevant material led Waterston and his head wardens on Speyside to regulate and
codify the format of recording observations to make them more ‘scientific’. The intention
emerged to produce a record that broke down osprey life at the nest into essential and
quantifiable components (behavioural expressions, the delivery of nest material or fish) that
could be counted and compared between seasons. In doing so, Waterston would also flatten
out the variations in the log resulting from differentiations in ornithological ability and
writing style.
The hide provides a single, situated perspective on osprey life at the nest and this
characterises the majority of the record. The specificity of this viewpoint is emphasised
by moments in the log where attempts are made to extend the field of view. Much of
osprey life (hunting, perching, and the first forays of young birds) occurred away from the
nest. Wardens’ attempts to go beyond the hide, including observations from the public, or
their own explorations, reveal that the partial nature of the record being both recognised,
and challenged. Such moments of curiosity also suggest alternative accounts of osprey
behaviour were possible.
Working in the hide at night involved changing the way the wardens viewed the birds.
Rather than objects of scientific study, the ospreys were treated as extra security systems,
sensitive to their surroundings and who could often be relied upon to signal an incursion
before it was noted by the wardens. The night watch was characterised by a different
sensory experience of the birds, nest and surroundings. Devices that during the day could
enhance the senses of the warden proved less reliable at night. Rather than a composed
scientist, night watches reveal a different role played by the volunteers in relation to the
birds: that of anxious security guard.
It is clear the ospreys were often aware of the presence of a hide, and that this fact was
recognised by those working at Loch Garten. The birds’ tolerance for this managed
human presence operated within spatial limits. Those in the hide had to manage their
behaviour, remaining quiet and composed to avoid attracting attention to the hide. This
argument is significant because it challenges the notion that hides are best understood as
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‘neutral’ objects in the perceptive world of the bird. Rather, the success of such a structure
derives from their constancy – the fact that they remain still and predictable (as opposed to
the potentially variable assortment of approaching human bodies). The ospreys, first wary
of the hide and human approaches towards it, appear in the logs to undergo a process of
acclimatising. Their gradual indifference to human presence takes spatial limits. The birds
only really react to humans on occasions where they advance beyond the hide structure.
What this account offers, then, is an understanding of the proximity of humans and ospreys
at Loch Garten as a negotiated historical outcome of the placing and use of hides in the
management of a tolerated presence.

Replica osprey nest at Kailzie osprey centre, Peebles, July 2013. Photo by the author (A5 notebook for scale).

Chapter 6: ‘Nesting Geographies’
This chapter traces the history of attempts to intervene in the maintenance and construction
of osprey nests in Scotland. I begin from the earliest suggestion of nest building as a
conservation tool (made by John Harvie-Brown in 1904). I then recount the failed attempt to
erect an artificial ‘cartwheel’ platform to the south of Loch Garten in early 1961. I use this
example along with a discussion of osprey breeding behaviour (such as ‘frustration’
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building) to propose an understanding of nesting in terms of a concept of ‘confidence’ in
sites. I describe the factors that affect and augment a bird’s nest ‘confidence’ with reference
to literature on osprey ecology alongside the insights of mid-twentieth century ethology
(particularly the work of Jacob von Uexküll and Konrad Lorenz). The term ‘confidence’
comes to capture the interplay between physiological capacity, imprinted site preferences
shaping a bird’s environmental perception, and the success or trauma experienced at certain
sites during the course of an osprey’s life (such as they influence a bird to retain or desert a
nest). The remainder of the chapter describes the rise of artificial nest-building, particularly
as championed by Roy Dennis from the mid-1970s onwards. Attempts to secure and repair
storm-damaged nests led to full-scale artificial construction at locations with identified
osprey habitat. I describe how more recent attempts to build nests have been more attentive
to the birds’ signalled preferences. In concluding, I pose a series of more open-ended ethical
questions for conservationists regarding the future applications and outcomes of nestbuilding practice.
The Key Arguments
The concept of ‘confidence’ offers an effective way to explore and explain the diversity of
osprey nesting behaviour. I understand nest-placement to reflect both the fulfilment of
quantifiable criteria (proximity to food sources, structural strength of the support etc.) and a
recognition on the part of the nesting bird(s) that such criteria (which might met in
numerous ways) have been fulfilled. Crucially, I argue that the latter depends upon
imprinted and learned nesting preferences. These preferences are evident from the choice of
certain viable sites over others as recognisable (yet non-essential) material features take on a
differential significance within the osprey’s perceptual environment. I refer to the influence
of the fledging site on later nest preferences, as well as the way in which nest-site ‘trauma’
(extreme disturbance, storm damage) can see birds lose confidence in a site, opting to nest
elsewhere. The term ‘confidence’ holistically captures the factors influencing a bird’s
attachment to a site.
The origins of learning to build nests for ospreys are found in a growing appreciation of
what constituted a viable site, sand in honing the skills to ‘see like an osprey’. Roy Dennis
had to learn from experience both what constituted a good site and, later, how to recognise
such features in the landscape. Over time, he and other conservationists became better at
finding suitable sites.
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The logic of constructing of artificial nest sites in the UK is founded upon a perceived
lack of maintained osprey niches in the landscape. It is argued that in the past young
ospreys looking to nest in Britain would have more often made use of existing and
abandoned nest structures over the effort required to colonise new areas. Establishing a new
nest involves trial and error, consuming valuable time and energy that, in the eyes of
conservationists, is better invested in reproduction. Constructing artificial platforms ensures
that new pairs are greeted with available nests to colonise. They can therefore breed and
raise young immediately, speeding the species’ recovery. Essentially then, the building of
nests aims to restore a lost osprey environment.
Contemporary nest builders ‘follow the birds’ rather than build speculatively, ceding
authority over site selection to the ospreys themselves. Despite the growing successes of
artificial nest building, many nests built in the 1980s were not used. New tactics have
emerged to try to limit this failure, including deference to recorded sightings of displaying
males as an indication of where to build platform nests. Such tactics are claimed to be far
more successful.
Successful human intervention in nest building requires making a commitment to pay
on-going attention to osprey life. The construction of nests in living trees (favoured for
their structural strength) demands annual maintenance that if not done may lead to
occupied sites becoming closed. Moreover, research shows that artificial nest usage
produces young more likely to colonise artificial platforms and structures. This tendency
means that human intervention in nest construction can potentially affect the nest
preferences of subsequent osprey generations, for which new sites (such as electricity
pylons) are perceived as ‘nestable’. Nesting on such structures brings ospreys to new areas
and potentially exposes them to new threats. I argue that all of this raises ethical questions
about the longer term ‘cultural’ impacts of such heavily involved forms of conservation.
Chapter 7: ‘The Empty Castle’
The thesis’ final empirical chapter takes as its focus the longer history of ospreys on
Speyside and Scotland more generally. It uses the story of an osprey nest once found on the
ruins of a castle set within Loch an Eilein, Rothiemurchus. Through this place I narrate the
species’ nineteenth-century persecution and the onset of eventual breeding extinction by
1916. The discussion begins by building on the conceptual framework of nesting confidence
presented in the previous chapter. I offer an account of the Scottish osprey population in the
nineteenth-century that both proposes and argues we take seriously their status as a distinct
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cultural community. In particular, I describe how the practice of using rocks and ruined
buildings as nesting sites – well recorded during this century, and which no longer occurs –
was a key characteristic of these birds. The proceeds to narrate the decline of the osprey in
Scotland between the 1840s and 1900, identifying Victorian collecting-naturalism along with
the growth of highland sporting estate culture as together responsible for the birds’
eradication from Britain at this time. The chapter outlines the different, yet similarly futile,
attempts to secure protection for ospreys before their eventual demise. Finally, I consider
Loch an Eilein as a site enduring in its association with ospreys of the past, and which might
yet offer a place generative of reflections on the significance of extinction and the nature of
the osprey’s ‘return’.

The castle ruins at Loch an Eilein, Rothiemurchus, from the western shore, July 2014. Photo by the author.

The Key Arguments:
The ospreys that nested during the nineteenth century in Scotland comprised a distinct
‘cultural community’, with their own nesting preferences characterised by the use of rock
and ruin sites. This predilection for ruined castles and rocky outcrops is a well-recorded
characteristic of the Scottish population from the late-eighteenth century until its extinction
in 1916. Whilst ospreys continue to nest on such sites in Europe, America and Australia, they
remain absent from them in the UK. Contemporary nest preferences echo instead the
predominantly tree-nesting preferences of Scandinavian populations. It is on the basis of the
loss of a discernible osprey ‘way of life’ that I argue the description of the species
disappearance from Britain as an ‘extinction’ is valid.
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The osprey faced a dual threat from collector-naturalists (often at its nest sites) and
sporting estate guns (both at the nest and on migration). I argue that many of those
hunting ospreys as specimens, and removing their eggs for private collections, during the
nineteenth century did not see the contradiction between killing and caring for nature. Such
practices characterised a form of knowing the natural world, in turn a route to caring for it.
In terms of sporting estate management, the osprey – along with all raptors – fell afoul of
being branded ‘vermin’. Birds would often be killed passing through such landscapes.
Attempted protective measures could not arrest the species’ decline owing to a
disjuncture between the geographies of species protection and those traced by the
migratory lives of the birds themselves. Whilst advocates within the fledgling Society for
the Protection of Birds (est. 1885) and the sympathetic landowning community rallied to the
osprey’s cause, their efforts tended to involve site-specific protection or weak, unevenly
applied legislation. As a result, attempts to create safe space for the osprey failed because
migration routes passed through landscapes where birds could be indiscriminately killed.
The former landscapes of the nineteenth-century Scottish osprey have remained
‘haunted’ (or, imaginatively and ethically associated) with the species since their demise.
The individual birds that returned without a mate for several years to Loch an Eilein after
the successful breeding there had ceased continued to attract visitors. Even after the ospreys
were gone, such sites offered a melancholy diversion for tourists. Later, in plans formulated
by George Waterston and others around the imminent return of the species in the 1950s, the
preferences of ospreys past, nesting at Loch an Eilein, informed predictions as to where they
might return. In the latter-twentieth century, the public tourist imagination continued to
associate ospreys with the ruins on the Loch.
This continuing connection between the osprey and its former haunts suggests that such
sites can stimulate conversation going forward about the significance of extinction, and
the meaning of its apparent reversal through conservation. The osprey breeds again on
Speyside. Loch Garten is less than a fifteen-kilometre flight from Loch an Eilein. The birds
regularly fish the nearby Inverdruie fish farm. They inhabit new, human-constructed niches
and appear not to recognise their former rock and ruin sites as viable. I argue that this
juxtaposition in space – between sites currently and once inhabited – prompts questions
about the differences between the ospreys of today and those of the past. What has been
‘lost’ in the intervening period, between extinction and return, and to what extent does this
loss matter? Moreover, what exactly it is that conservation seeks to ‘save’?
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6. Key Conclusions and Future Avenues for Scholarship
The thesis ends with the reflection that today there are approximately 300 pairs of ospreys
returning to breed in the UK each year. Below I summarise the key conclusions from across
the thesis (presented in ‘Chapter 8: Conclusion’) alongside proposals for future scholarship.
Key Conclusions
Part of my aim has been to demonstrate how one might give a more interesting, nuanced
account of conservation in the twentieth-century. Part of this has involved telling some of
the multiple stories that it is possible to tell about the history of attempts to protect and
encourage one particular species – the osprey – in one particular region – Speyside.
The core point that I have sought to argue is that the both the conditions for, and character
of Scottish osprey life – where and how it exists in the environment today – are historically
contingent. That is, essentially, that the dimensions of the present-day osprey community are
not the realisation of some pre-ordained, natural working out of environmental processes.
Rather, they are the result of an enduring historical association between these birds and
situated human conservation initiatives.
Why is this important to consider?
Firstly, a more fulsome history of conservation is only possible if we consider the role of
animals in such histories as active players, with some capacity to both shape the outcome of
projects, and to surprise humans in terms what they can do. To assume that the history of
conservation is merely the clean, practical application of human order and value systems to
animal and vegetable life ignores the practical and messy reality of such work done in the
field. Conservation involves some form of negotiation between humans and the non-human
forces they are attempting to manage in some way. Certain tactics work, others fail. Many
plans are augmented in surprising ways or produce unexpected results that raise new
questions about what is possible, predictable or knowable about animal life and ecological
relations.
Secondly, we need to consider how such projects create material conditions, or distribute
particular subjects, in ways that produce different spatial arrangements. That is, the
practices of osprey conservation have multiple geographies: they take place across multiple
places and times, populated by different humans fulfilling different roles, as well as making
sense of osprey life in different ways. The same places can be understood simultaneously in
different ways, and be populated with different subjects, as part of the same project. The
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practices and agents of conservation, together with the forms of life they wish to foster or
disavow, link up in different ways to make certain beings (human and animal) more or less
capable of certain kinds of activity, and more or less visible as active players in that history.
Finally, such an argument directs attention not just to the contemporary impacts and
influences of human involvement in osprey life, but to the kinds and forms of avian
existence such involvement makes possible, or denies. This, in turn, raises questions about
the motives and practices of conservation; the relationship between what is known or
valued about an ecosystem and what is saved; and the future ecologies that conservation
projects might lead into.
A Word on Anthropomorphism
One could make the argument that a social science study of conservation should concern
itself only with the ‘human’ aspects of that story lest the researcher fall afoul of the tendency
to project human intentions onto animals. I have never sought to ‘project’ human intentions
onto the ospreys in this story, but I have offered interpretations of their behaviour,
proposing reasons as to why they might or might not have responded to particular events in
their history in the way that they have. I have read and learned from the accounts of those
who have worked closely and for many years with these birds. I choose to defer to their
sentiments and expertise regarding what ospreys might or might not be capable of doing.
If I am guilty of anthropomorphism, it is not owing to a desire to interpret ospreys ‘as
people’. I have sought only to recognise and take seriously their status as perceiving beings,
living amidst and responding to the same world as humans. I have done so to propose how
ospreys might feature as more interesting participants in an account that, ultimately,
concerns a shared, regional history of humans and other creatures. I believe my account
presents the osprey and its story in terms far more interesting than they might have
otherwise been owing to this decision. Following arguments made more articulately by
Belgian philosopher Vinciane Despret, I have seen it as the duty of the historical animal
scholar to ‘speculate’ on how beings other than the human experienced and were affected by
past events in which they were significant players.
Further Areas of Research
In researching this thesis there were numerous stories that I could not include or fully
explore, owing to the constraints of time, space and evidence. I offer suggestions below for
some possible future areas that I would like to examine in more depth.
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1) A scholarly analysis of the story of particular osprey individuals alongside their celebration in
visitor media and the cultural imagination of the species.
Particularly here I am thinking about the prominent figures of ‘Lady’ at Loch of the Lowes,
and more recently the female ‘EJ’ at Loch Garten. I would be interested to research how
particular individuals have become recognisable within the history and understanding of
the species as a whole.
2)

An account of the RSPB film unit, its establishment, and the role of RSPB films in
representing the work of the Society, with specific attention to the osprey.

I spoke to a number of individuals variously involved in the RSPB film unit, and watched
several films produced at various times between 1959 and 1980 that specifically focussed on
the osprey. Owing to space this material was not included in the final thesis. I would like the
opportunity to explore the history of the RSPB film unit in more depth, and the role of film
media in relation to conservation projects such as Operation Osprey.

Roy Dennis, warden of Fair Isle bird observatory; Dr Johan Wilgohs, Norwegian expert on the
white-tailed sea eagle (Haliaetus albicilla); and George Waterston, RSPB Scottish Secretary
examine a young eaglet amidst attempts to reintroduce the species on Fair Isle in 1968, inspired by
success with the ospreys on Speyside. Reproduced from the RSPB archives at The Lodge, Sandy.
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3) The geographies of the study and science of migration.
The osprey is a migratory species; much of its existence is lived away from Scotland. Thus,
to offer a more complete account of the species it is reasonable that one should explore the
study of the species’ migration; itself a lens through which the history of bird migration
study in general might be examined. Bird migration study is inherently concerned with the
spatial. It relies upon particular sites (such as bird observatories) and practices (e.g. ringing
and more recently satellite tracking) to make the geographies of species legible. This
knowledge is then applied to better align transnational conservation initiatives with a
species’ migratory existence. I feel there is much that could be written on this subject.
4) Other raptor stories/geographies
The osprey story overlaps with the historical conservation projects of many other raptor
species, both borrowing from and informing the approaches to protecting and managing
different birds of prey. There is scope to tell similar stories about the protection of other
species – the hen harrier, the sea eagle, the snowy owl to name a few – whose conservation
projects reflect similar questions about the difficulties of managing, understanding, and
promoting such species.
Closing Remarks
My thesis approached the history of osprey conservation from a desire to tell multiple
versions of that story. I have argued that one cannot understand the osprey in Scotland
without also understanding the activities and actions of the humans that attempted to
manage its presence in different ways. I hope its conclusions and questions prove
stimulating, and I am very happy to be contacted with questions, clarifications or for more
detailed discussion.
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